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We specialize in creating tailor-made solutions 
to challenging problems in the field of textiles, 
fibers and tapes. This may involve developing a 
brand-new hybrid yarn for you. Or it may take us 
(and you) into new, unexplored application areas. 
Or it may lead us to come up with original, smart 
production processes for you, based on the latest 
technologies. 

Thanks to our flexible organizational structure 
and our close cooperation with universities and 
research institutes, we are always at the forefront 
of textile research. This means we can develop  
special products for niche applications and get 
them to market for you quickly.

Some of SKS’s recent innovative products and  
production technologies include:

Fleratrad® Fleratrad® is a family of  
  hybrid yarns made of  
  standard yarns in various  
  combinations. By carefully  
  selecting the right yarns,  
  we can create a yarn that  
  meets your exact require- 
  ments.

Tape slitting This precision production  
  method makes it possible 
  to cut broad bands into  
  small well-defined tapes  
  with ultra-low tolerances.

Special impregnation We have developed a  
  highly effective way of  
  impregnating heavy cord,  
  prolonging its lifetime,  
  even under the severest  
  conditions.

If you are looking for a special product or solution 
in the field of textiles, please contact us to discuss 
possibilities. We may well be already working on 
something that may meet your need, or we may 
be able to work with you to develop something 
specifically for you. 

ENABLING YOUR SOLUTIONS
Meeting your textile challenges with custom  

applications and production methods 

If you are looking for a special, innovative yarn – with unique properties, for a highly 
specific purpose, or to solve a particularly difficult challenge – then SKS is the right 
partner for you. 


